
The Power of Ceremony & Ritual 
One of the most powerful ways we can participate with the Mystery in our lives is through 
self-designed ceremony. Ceremonies can be thought of as conversations or dialogues with 
the unknown - they involve both acting and receiving, speaking and listening. Our time in 
ceremony creates an essential bridge between the worlds of the known and the unknown, 
in the sacred space the Celtic people have named ‘betwixt and between’.  

It is in ceremony where our imaginations, our creativity, our prayers and desires and our 
intentions thread down through the middle world of everyday life, permeate through the 
mists of all the tasks, concerns and questions we carry, to reach a space of depth, of 
power, of magic and of meaning. This space has been named the liminal space, the 
collective unconscious, the dreamtime, the veil, the underworld, the realm of the soul and 
by countless other names. It is, as authors of our lives and as essential creators in this 
world, the fertile ground where seeds root, take shape and grow.  

Magical reality is birthright to all of us and simply requires a willingness, which is also to say 
a desire to know the world through another lens - and to be able to participate with it 
through the imagination. 

In fact, our greatest ally is our imaginations and ceremony can help us come into a 
relationship with our imaginations that contemporary western culture has severed. I often 
say, “just because you heard it/saw it/felt it in your imagination does not mean you’re 
making it up.” In ceremony, we pre-tend, meaning we stretch our preconceptions. 

I’d like to invite you to hold a what-if in your body for your time in ceremony. A what-if is an 
experiment and inspires an openness or a beginners mind. As we learn or re-learn to 
resource our own sources of wisdom from within, a what-if allows us to live into a question 
and be open to surprise. It invites us into contemplation where it’s not my word or the 
word from a book or any other outer source that affirms for you what is True, but your own 
felt experience. 

Here is a what-if for you to try on : What-if the imagery, conversations and experiences you 
access through your imagination are true and real? 
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With that question seeding the space between us I’d like to offer you the basics of a self-
designed ceremony. Please know these are guidelines only, and your creativity, your 
imagination and your inner wisdom sources will help you to shape and mold what works 
for you specifically. Despite many of our upbringings in more rigid faith practices, we simply 
cannot mess this up if we stay true to our desires and hold clear to our intentions. 

Any self-designed ceremony is like a good story. It has a beginning, a middle and an end. 
Approaching ceremonies this way allows for you to enact them quickly and simply in a 
limited amount of time, or more elaborately depending on your needs and desires. 

Intention: 

To begin a ceremony you first need an intention. Some examples: 

• The marking of a threshold of some kind - a beginning, or an ending of some way you’ve 
shown up in the world, of a journey, a relationship, a turning point in your life etc. 

• A natural event like a full or new moon, or an eclipse 

• A desire to get closer to an inner experience. Perhaps it’s a dream figure you’re curious 
about, or you have a question or confusion that simply won’t let you be. 

• An apprenticeship to something. Could be an archetype like a Goddess figure, perhaps 
its to an animal guide, or to a piece of land or a dream figure. As an example I’ve had an 
ongoing apprenticeship to the dark night and to Mountain Lion. These two through 
various ceremonies have taught me a lot. The time to offer yourself in apprenticeship will 
be clear and we’ll explore this more together. 

• Maybe it’s a realization that you’d like to get closer to an emotion of some kind : agape, 
grief, passion etc.  

• Or a calling in or a letting go of something or someone. 

In any case, ceremonies can help you let Mystery know you’re open to the conversation, 
that you’re open and willing to learn what more there is beyond our thinking minds. It’s 
important to remember that ceremonies invite us to embody our intentions in powerful 
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ways and should not be approached flippantly. They work! In other words; be careful what 
you wish for. 

Design: 

Once you’ve set your intention for the ceremony, you’ll need to design it. This can be done 
ahead of time in a step by step way, or in the moment. You can try both ways and likely 
different ceremonies will require different ways of enacting them. The piece to remember 
here is that ceremony works only if each action is rich with meaning for you.  

Part of designing the ceremony is choosing the time of day or night, the location for the 
ceremony and what you’d like to wear and bring. You may choose to have your ceremony 
be witnessed by other human allies, or perhaps by our Other-than-human friends in the 
wild. Let yourself be free to create here and trust your own creative pull. 

Some ideas to get the kettle cooking: 

• Offer something symbolically 

• Embody an aspect of yourself or a guide/dream figure for all to witness 

• Burn something 

• Plant something 

• Speak out loud from your desire and be surprised by what you say 

• Instead of asking for something, invoke it into you so that you can feel it, then move or 
dance it 

• Dialogue with the 4 directions or the 4 elements. Remember to listen as much as you 
speak. 

• Find an Other-than-human (a tree, a rock, a squirrel etc) in nature and ask to speak with 
it 
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• Re-enter your dream and dream it forward in a ceremonial way 

• Take symbolic action like adorning yourself to mark a beginning (crowning, cloaks, 
mantles etc), or removing something to mark an end (shedding) 

Beginning and Ending: 

Powerful ceremonies are held within what is often called ‘sacred space.’ Sacred space is 
everywhere always, so what I mean by that are really the actions you take to realize you 
are in the presence of the sacred. To this end, designing a ceremony also involves 
determining how you’d like to open your ceremony (beginning) and how you like to close it 
(ending). 

Opening your ceremony is about helping you to shift consciousness from everyday 
awareness to mythic or archetypal awareness. It is where and how you step into your 
place as a Priestess or a devotee of Mystery. Ceremonies often acknowledge the presence 
of guides, helpers and ally be them seen or unseen. Some common ways to denote 
sacred space and open a ceremony are as follows: 

Create a threshold - could be a circle you step into, or a log you step over. Some 
physical boundary can help you get a real sense of crossing betwixt and between. 

Build an altar - An altar is simply a focusing of energy and an evocation. Depending on 
the ceremony you may find an altar in nature already made, or perhaps you build one, or 
bring specific objects that carry meaning for you in that moment. 

Cleanse yourself and the space around you. Smudge, incense, essential oils, Palo Santo 
etc are lovely ways to invite yourself into ceremonial space. The smell and the history scent 
carries can be a powerful tool to help you shed the everyday and enter the magical. 

Shift Consciousness - this is a very important step and can be done in infinite ways. This 
shift begins the moment you begin to envision your ceremony. You may well know that 
many traditions use mind-altering plant medicines to accomplish this purpose but these 
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are not necessary. The intent here is to shift out of the everyday into non-ordinary states of 
consciousness and there are infinite ways to do this. 
• 	 Trance rhythms - drumming or rattling is highly effective 
• 	 Sensory awareness and meditation 
• 	 Authentic movement and dance 
• 	 Crossing a magical boundary (see the first step) 
• 	 Walk and speak as if everything is alive and witnessing you 
• 	 Music and song 
• 	 Breathwork 
• 	 Scents and smells like incense 
• 	 Cleansing your body or adorning yourself 

Call in your guides and allies - In many traditions this involves acknowledging and 
calling in the elements or the beings of the 4 directions, but you call in your support system 
in a way that feels right to you, which may simply be taking a look around you at what 
beings are physically near. 

To close your ceremony symbol action is often taken. This helps you transition from non 
ordinary states of consciousness back to the middle world. It also serves to thank or offer 
gratitude to the support that has shown up for you. Some common elements are: 

Making an offering - this can be your breath, a song, your witnessing, or physical bio-
degradable gifts you leave or bury, or offer to the sea or the waterways. 

Thank your guides 

Cross the threshold back the way you came and close the circle. 

Remembering and Tracking : 

A few final notes about self-designed ceremony. Ceremonies begins the moment you set 
out to enact them. Be extra aware of who or what shows up. Sometimes our ceremonies 
are ‘interrupted’ by creatures or humans. Perhaps a gust of wind blows your way 
suddenly, or a plane flies overhead just-so. This kind of observation helps you attune to the 
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web of life that always surrounds us and we consider these interruptions appropriate and 
potentially full of meaning.  

You might want to journal your experience taking extra care to note your emotional body 
as well as your mind, your imagery and your physical sensations. Even if things don’t 
necessarily add up or make sense in the moment, don’t discount them. Let them work on 
you and trust their significance will make itself known to you in time. 

Be radically honest in your recording. If you feel awkward and silly, be honest about it!  

Finally, ENJOY! These are not always somber and serious enactments but should be fun 
for you, creative and playful. I often feel like I did as a child playing in the woods. Let that 
One of you be present. There is no weight of obligation here. Just endless invitations. 
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